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Director’s Calendar
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Due to provincial
restrictions and social
distancing practices, the
DM’s schedule is fluid at
this stage.
Please pray for wisdom and
patience.
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Leaders Collective
Leaders Collective
aims to deepen the
capacity of young
adults (aged 22-28) to
lead as followers of
Christ. Especially in
times like these, Christ
is our example and
source of strength as
we remain committed
to living out God’s will
through the power of
the Holy Spirit.
The inaugural cohort
of Saskatchewan’s
Leaders Collective has
completed its program.
Phil Gunther sent out certificates to the 11 young adults —from five SKMB
churches — who gave time and energy to invest in personal, leadership, and
spiritual growth over the past 6 months. They learned in community, and learned
more about how to lead in a community.
Leaders Collective worked with SKMB churches to match participants with mentors
“providing good accountability and allowing the information learned to become
more personal.” Several young adults stated that the intergenerational mentoring
aspect was a highlight of the program. The Developmental Leadership Team (DLT)
along with Terri and Ryan Epp (Multiply) organized three retreats to add to the work
of our churches. Our participants stated that Leaders Collective helped them to
“discover their leadership gifts, affirm their abilities, and incorporate Christ-likeness
into their leadership skills.”
We adapted our final retreat to a Zoom format which allowed us to somewhat
reconnect and hear key biblical truths of leadership in the church. A story board
activity identified aspects of our stories that guide us to know who we are in Christ
as we lead and share the gospel. It was good to have Bruce Enns and Matt Braun
(Multiply) share their experience and expertise.
The attached photos and words from a few participants along with these highlights
help to summary this years program:

Supporting SKMB Churches and Camps in Making Disciples

Check out our
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1.Leaders Collective allowed for growth in a desire to lead and the humility to
lead well. By gaining skills or “tools in their toolbox” these young adults are
more prepared to lead in their church/camp ministries, in their work places
and families.
2.Individuals became more aware of how they lead, how others lead, and the
leadership skills portrayed by Jesus.
3.Our cohort realized that leadership is a highly relational role that seeks to
equip and empower others to serve. There are many different leadership
styles and personalities so conflict resolution is a needed skill. One
participant stated that our sessions “changed how he works in conflict
resolution in different community/church cultures.”

Join The National
Communications Team For
SKMB
SKMB and the MB Church of
Canada is looking for someone
from SK. who has an interest in
communications and a decent
sense of what's happening in
the Saskatchewan MB church
community to join a national
collaborative communications
team. This is a volunteer
position. A good writing ability
is a definite asset as is an
ability to take photos.
For more information call:
Carson D. Samson,
Operations and
Communications Director,
Canadian Conference of
Mennonite Brethren
Churches @
1-204-999-7465.

Developing new leaders is a key strategic focus of the SKMB conference.
Leaders Collective is designed to support churches in their own efforts of
leadership development. Can you think of a young adult in your congregation
that you would like to invest in? We’d love to work with you in our upcoming
cohort running from October 2020-April 2021. Check out the website at
www.skmb.ca/leaders-collective.
If you have any questions, would like to talk to another church which was
involved, or hear personally from a young adult participant, email us at
leaderscollective@skmb.ca.
Thanks to Multiply, MB Seminary, MCC SK, and our SKMB churches and
camps for making Leaders Collective possible.
- Jacqueline Block on behalf of the Leaders Collective Team

